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HardHats and MovieBrats:Auteurismand the
Class Politics of the New Hollywood
by Derek Nystrom

Abstract: This essay discusses auteurism as a professional-managerialclass strategy, examining in particular the role of auteurism in battles overfilm production
during the rise of the New Hollywood. Of particular interest are the class politics
of two New Hollywoodfilms: Joe and Five Easy Pieces (both 1970).
The storythat the New Hollywoodof the late 1960s and early 1970s used to describe
itself-that a new generationof "moviebrats"had wrested controlof their films from
the directionless,financiallypanickedstudios and thereby establishedthemselves as
auteurs-is one that film studies has complicated for some time. Recent work has
challengedthe romanticand individualistideologies implicitin this tale and emphasized the waysin which the studiosadoptedthe discoursesof auteurismfor their own
purposes. As David A. Cook has pointed out, "Auteurism... became a marketing
tool that coincided nicely with the rise of college-level film education among the
industry'smost heavilycourted audience segment. Similarly,Timothy Corriganhas
noted that the appearanceof the Americanstudio system"made the deploymentof
auteurisma potential solution to "the subsequent need to find new ways to marka
movie other than with a studio'ssignature."'
Yet as salient as these revisionistaccounts are, they tend to focus on the role of
auteurism in the economies of distribution and consumption. This article will focus instead on the place of auteurism in the struggle over the organizationof film
production in the late 1960s and early 1970s.
Many New Hollywood practitioners deployed the discourse of auteurism as
an assertion of professional-managerialclass prerogative against not just the studios but also the film unions. These battles affected the subsequent balance of
class power in the industry as well as the representationsof class identity in many
New Hollywood films. This essay focuses on two of these films, Joe (John G.
Avildsen, 1970) and Five Easy Pieces (Bob Rafelson, 1970).
Such representationsof class identity,in turn, functioned to addressthe larger
cultural anxieties of the professional-managerialclass during this period. This account of the role of auteurism in New Hollywood'srelations of production should
prompt a reevaluationnot only of this period of film historybut of our understanding of the class politics of this cultural moment as a whole.
DerekNystromis an assistantprofessorof Englishat McGillUniversity,
wherehe teaches
culturalstudiesandfilm.He is currentlycompletinga bookon classidentityin 1970sAmericancinema.
? 2004 by the University of TexasPress, P.O. Box 7819, Austin, TX 78713-7819
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When I describe auteurism as a professional-managerialclass strategy, I am
referringspecificallyto the terminologydeveloped by Barbaraand John Ehrenreich.
They define the professional-managerialclass (PMC) as "consisting of salaried
mental workers who do not own the means of production and whose major function in the social division of labor may be described broadlyas the reproductionof
capitalist culture and capitalist class relations."Situated "between labor and capital," members of this class engineer, administer, and supervise the workplace, as
well as produce and sustain the ideological superstructures-such as the legal and
educational systems, the mass media, and various state apparatuses-that help to
ensure (in a highly mediated way, of course) popular consent to capitalistrelations
of production. As such, the PMC has an "objectivelyantagonistic"relationship to
the working class in that its role is one of directing and controlling the workers in
order to benefit the interests of capital.2
Yet the PMC often finds itself at odds with the capitalist class, especially over
issues of occupational autonomy and technocratic reform. Indeed, the work culture of self-regulating professional expertise that legitimates the PMC's authority
over the working class is one that the PMC frequently invokes to declare its independence from the bottom-line concerns of capital-we might think here of the
resistance of medical professionals to HMO-directed health care or the use of the
tenure system in universities.
Since the key tenet of auteurism as a prescriptive discourse (as opposed to its
earlier descriptive uses)3 is precisely this declaration of occupational autonomy
from the interests of capital (here, the studios), we can understand auteurism to
be a kind of professional-managerialclass strategy. Many New Hollywood filmmakers used the PMC rationale of professional expertise to justify their need for
autonomy from studio control. To take just one example, George Lucas described
himself and his New Hollywood compatriots as
the guyswho dig out the gold. The manin the executivetowercannotdo that.The
studiosarecorporations
now,andthe menwho runthemarebureaucrats.
Theyknow
as muchaboutmakingmoviesas a bankerdoes..... Theygo to partiesandtheyhire
peoplewhoknowpeople.Butthe powerlieswithus-the oneswhoactuallyknowhow
to makemovies.4
Such arguments for the special skills of auteurist filmmakers-and their subsequent resistance to studio authority-are the basis for the face of auteurism we
have come to know. But what effects did these claims for directorialcontrol have
on the other end of the Hollywood class structure? In other words, how did the
auteurists' declarations of professional autonomy function with respect to the labor unions in the film industry?To answer these questions, we first need to understand the conditions of Hollywood film production in the latter half of the 1960s.
An overview of those conditions might start with A. D. Murphy's1968 editorial for the New YorkTimes. In this influential piece (later reprinted in Cineaste),
Murphy argued that the "inbred,protective unionism" of the Directors Guild of
America (DGA) and the InternationalAlliance of Theatricaland Stage Employees
(IATSE), which represents technical and craft workers, had caused a "near-total
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freeze-out" of young people from most film industry positions. This "freeze-out"
was abetted, Murphy asserted, by studio management "congenitallyfrightened at
even the hint of labor trouble"and by other established filmmakers,almost all of
whom, he claimed, "are afraid to speak out against the system." According to
Murphy,even the newly established American Film Institute-charged, in part,
with cultivating and developing a new generation of filmmakers- "[approached]
these unions in a supplicant'sposture."5
While Murphy'sportrayal of Hollywood unions may have been exceptional
in its vituperative stance, his basic contention was rather commonplace. As early
as 1965, film professor Robert Gessner of New York University bemoaned the
aging population of film industryworkers-estimates put the average age at fiftyfour-and placed "unions [and] guilds" at the top of his list of forces keeping
"Americanyouth ... locked out" of the studio gate.6 Television magazine's 1967
three-part series on television- and film-related unions confirmed this view of
the unions' power, depicting the film crafts as "locked in something resembling
a strangle hold" by IATSE; the union was likened in a sidebar to "a feudal landowner"that "rulesits province with an apparent disdain for outsiders."Newsweek
even found one DGA member who described Hollywood as "a police state patrolled by the unions."7
These critics, and many others, argued that the unions' autocratic controlover both film production in general and the entry of newcomers into the industry
in particular-stemmed from the unions' insistence on the need for experience
rosters and minimum crew size requirements. Experience rosters mandated that
all qualified union members had to be employed before a nonunion member could
be considered for anyjob. Any nonunion member had to work a certain number of
days before he or she could be put on the experience roster. Furthermore, minimum crew sizes often made the production of independent films prohibitively
expensive. Therefore, young film workers had to wait for there to be full employment of unionized workersbefore they could gain entry into the industry-a difficult proposition during the 1969-71 slump. Meanwhile, those attempting to work
independently often could not afford a union crew.
Frequently, then, in an industry described as the one with the "most highly
unionized professionalemployees in the United States,"the filmmakerswho would
come to make up the New Hollywood got their first experience on nonunion sets.8
Indeed, the reason Roger Cormanand AmericanInternationalPictures (AIP)were
so influential in helping many New Hollywood filmmakers(such as Francis Ford
Coppola and MartinScorsese) get their startis because neither Corman'snor AIP's
films had "orthodox"union contractsand could therefore employ workerswithout
union cards,often at extremelylow pay and under exploitativeworkingconditions.9
Other filmmakers,such as BrianDe Palma,made their films "undercover."De
Palma made his first films in "absolutesecrecy,"because "the unions say you can't
make a nonunion picture."'?Such measures seemed necessary,De Palma argued,
after the Screen Actors Guild (SAG) forced nine SAG-affiliatedactors (including
the lead) to withdraw from Robert Downey's Putney Swope (1969) because the
film'sproducershad refused to contractwith SAG. (Soon after this incident, letters
20
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were sent to SAG members warningthem not to work in "experimental"or "underground"films that did not contractwith the guild)."
The New Hollywood landmarkEasy Rider (Dennis Hopper, 1969)-produced
by the same company (BBS) that went on to make Five Easy Pieces-was made
under a contractwith the National Association of BroadcastEmployees and Technicians (NABET), a television-based union and rivalto IATSE. NABET had been
engaged in severaljurisdictionaldisputes with IATSEin the years preceding Easy
Rider'srelease but had been unsuccessful at makinginroadsinto the film industry.
According to Variety, Easy Rider was "the first box office hit filmed under other
than a [IATSE]agreement."After 1969, NABET began to sign contractswith other
independent producers, including the producers of Joe.12
The rise in nonunion and rivalunion filmmakingtroubled the alreadyprecarious situation of the film unions at the time Joe was released. Combined with the
continued practice of"runaway"production and the film industry'sgeneral slump
during the period, these challenges to the film unions caused many locals to begin
the decade with 40 to 50 percent of their members unemployed-a situation one
IATSE spokesperson declared he had not witnessed since the depths of the Depression.13 In response, the unions began makingconcessions in the hopes of spurring production and thus employment for their members. SAG, for example,
eventually allowed actors to work at half its scale pay on independent productions
if the budget was less than $50,000.14
Perhaps more profound were the broad concessions IATSE granted if a production was budgeted at less than $1 million. IATSE president Richard F. Walsh
told Variety that the agreements reached between his union and the Association
of Motion Picture & TV Producers (AMPTP) allowed for both "agreat reduction"
in crew size for these productions as well as the elimination on location shoots of
the union's requirement to hire additional local IATSE workers.15Yet the effect
these concessions had in spurring production was mixed at best, and dissatisfaction with them helped bring about, at IATSE'sconvention later that year,the strongest challenge to Walsh'spresidency in his three-decade tenure.'6
In short, the rise of the New Hollywood auteurs was accomplished through
the weakening of organized labor's power within the film industry. By forcing
changes in work rules, by challenging the film unions' bargaining power by encouraging the participation of rival unions, or by avoiding unionized labor altogether, New Hollywood filmmakerstipped the balance of class power away from
the organized working class and toward the industry'sprofessional and managerial
interests. Auteurism was more often than not the legitimating discourse for this
class practice. For example, during the production of Hi, Mom! (Brian De Palma,
1970)-ironically, a film the director described as a satire on "the obscenity of the
white middle class"-De Palma complained:
Wecan'tjusthiretechnicians.SupposeI hada unioncrewhere.Allthoseguysarefour
hundredyearsold.I wouldprobablyhaveverylittlerapportwiththemon anylevel.You
know,"Wecome,we do ourjob,we leaveas soonaspossible."Therecan'tbe thatkind
becausetheylikethe
of feelingon a movielikethis.Everybody's
committed,politically,
material,in allways.'1
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The generational logic of this antiunion perspective was a crucial element of the
New Hollywood'sreevaluation of the PMC.
Resistance to union laborwas not limited to De Palma.Accordingto Deborah
Fine, a former librarianat American Zoetrope, Francis Ford Coppola demanded
similarcommitments from his employees, includingone that precluded any unionizationefforts:"Thefeeling from workingfor Francisis tough shit if you don'tthink
you're getting paid enough or if you don't think your working conditions are good
enough. There's a million people out there that would kiss the ground to work for
him for nothing."Here, the auteurist insistence on the centralityof the director's
vision contests a working-class(or,more precisely,a tradeunionist)understandingof
the workplace-one that focuses on fairpay,decent hours,and other nonexploitative
workingconditions-and instead emphasizes a conception of work that bespeaks a
PMC orientationtowardthe intrinsicrewardsof professionallabor.'8
Furthermore, despite its defiant rhetoric against corporate-run studios, the
antiunion initiatives of the New Hollywood auteurists often played nicely into
the hands of capital-a dovetailing of interests made clear in a Variety headline
from June 25, 1969: "H[olly]wood'sNew Breed of'Personal' Films Has Corporate Angle: Modest Budgets." Indeed, the story,about Coppola'sThe Rain People
(1969), discusses the "unusualexceptions [that] appear to have been allowed"by
IATSE and the attendant low budget of the film.'9 As Coppola would later explain, he had falsely described the film as a documentary while it was being made
in order to avoid having to hire a union crew. This creative labor practice signaled the potential convergence of the studios' concern with minimizing costs
and New Hollywood aesthetic practices-in other words, the creative labor arrangements proposed a marriage of convenience between capital and the PMC
at the expense of organized labor.20
The Youth-Cult Cycle and the Crisis within the PMC. The battles over the
organizationof the relationsof film productionsubstantiallyinfluenced the articulations of classidentityin some of the key filmsof the New Hollywood.The filmsof the
"youth-cult"cycle-that is, those that, followingin the wake of the unexpected success of Easy Rider, addressed the youth-oriented countercultureof the periodwere centrally concerned with questions of class identity and class reproduction.
These films, in other words,were aboutthe crisiswithin the PMC over the functions
and interests of that class, and ultimatelyover its very regeneration.
The crisis to which I refer was one prompted by the New Left.21 The
Ehrenreichs note that initiallythe New Left was made up largely of activistsborn
and bred within the PMC. When the complicity of many PMC institutions (especially universities) in the Vietnam War became more evident, "manystudents of
PMC origin and destiny [became] disenchanted with their own class and its institutions." Yet when antiwar protests turned against the universities, many otherwise left-leaning faculty members repudiated these New Left campaigns-a
repudiation the Ehrenreichs describe as motivated in part by the class location of
these older members of the PMC.22As BarbaraEhrenreich explains elsewhere,
"The university is, after all, the core institution of the professional middle class-
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employer of its intellectual elite and producer of the next generation of middleclass, professional personnel. Attackthe university and you attackthe heart-and
surely the womb-of the class itself."23Thus, we can understand one of the key
antagonismsthat produced the political and social upheavalsthat markedthe 1960s
as a generational conflict within the PMC over its legitimacy and its institutions.
This intraclassgenerationalconflict also formed the thematic template of many,
if not most, youth-cult films. In fact, several films of this cycle, all from 1970Strawberry Statement (Stuart Hagmann), R.PM. (Stanley Kramer), and Getting
Straight (Richard Rust)-focus directly on student attacks on universities. The
central conflict in these films turns on the question of whether the young protagonist will disaffiliate from the class for which she or he is being trained. In Getting
Straight, for example, the protagonistspends the film oscillatingbetween the New
Leftish activism on his campus and the upcoming exams he must pass to be employed in a PMC-affiliated occupation (teaching).
With these issues of middle-class disaffiliationin mind, I want to draw attention to two of the most successful films of the youth-cult cycle, Joe and Five Easy
Pieces-both of which triangulated their intraclass generational conflict through
the workingclass.24InJoe, an advertisingexecutive, Bill Compton, (Dennis Patrick)
who is estranged from his hippieish daughter, Melissa (Susan Sarandon), is befriended by Joe Curran(Peter Boyle), a welder, with whom he finds common cause
in their opposition to the counterculture. The youthful protagonist of Five Easy
Pieces disaffiliates from his PMC origins by dropping out to become a manual
laborer on an oil rig.
The rest of this essay will examine how the introductionof a working-classfigure or milieu in Joe and in Five Easy Pieces serves to change the terms of generational antagonism,as a hitherto intraclassconflict is mediated by an engagement
with blue-collarexperience. Furthermore,these triangulatedclass dynamicsevince
traces of the class conflicts produced by the auteuristpositioningof the New Hollywood. Finally,I will demonstratehow these auteuristattemptsto solve, or at least to
successfullydisplace, their intra-PMCgenerationaldisputes serve as models for the
resolutionof the largercrisis that beset the PMC duringthe period.
The Hard Hat Riots and the Discovery of the Working Class. It is difficult to discuss Joe-a film whose working-class "hero"encourages and participates in the killing of hippies-without also discussing the May 1970 "hardhat"
riots in New York City and the widespread interpretation of them as signs of
a working-class backlash against youthful, countercultural dissent. Virtually every review of Joe described its protagonist as a hard hat, and, in line with what
BarbaraEhrenreich called the "'discovery'of the working class,"read the film as
a piece of instant sociology.
The first riot occurred on May 8, 1970, when approximately two hundred
construction workers, almost all wearing hard hats (and some brandishing their
tools as weapons), crashed a peaceful antiwarrallynear Wall Street in Manhattan
and began beating the mostly college-aged protesters and a few passersby. The
workers later proceeded to City Hall, where they turned their anger on liberal
CinemaJournal 43, No. 3, Spring 2004
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mayor John Lindsay and managed to raise to full mast the City Hall flag, which
was flying at half mast in honor of the four students killed at Kent State University earlier that week. In the following week, similar (although more peaceful)
demonstrations occurred in the Wall Street area to express antiprotester, antiLindsay, and propatriotic sentiment. The culmination of these events was what
Timereferredto as "akindof workers'Woodstock"-a rallyorganizedby the Building
and Trades Council of Greater New Yorkin support of President Richard Nixon's
Indochinapolicies; sixtythousand to one hundred thousand apparentlyblue-collar
workers attended.25
Reports on these events described them as essentially spontaneous outpourings of a prowar,pro-Establishment sentiment-the release of Middle America's
long-pent-up feelings of disgust and anger with the antiwar,counterculturalleft.
On closer examination,though, the demonstrationsproved to be not spontaneous
at all; reporters noted the presence of gray-suitedmen directing the riots on May
8, and a few construction workershad called City Hall the evening before to warn
that the construction union'shawkishleaders had been disseminatingplans among
its rank and file to stage a confrontation. It was later revealed that many workers
were promised that they would not be docked for time spent at the demonstrations-and some workers were even offered cash bonuses to participate.26
But perhaps more important,it was not just constructionworkerswho participated in the May 8 rampage.As the New YorkTimesreported the next day,"There
did not seem to be more than 200 construction workers,but they were reinforced
by hundreds of persons who had been drawn into the march by chants of 'All the
way, U.S.A.' and 'Love it or leave it."'27A later New YorkTimesfeature-about Joe
Kelly, a construction worker who participatedin the counterdemonstrations-explained that the majorityof the counterprotesterswere in fact office workersfrom
the Wall Street area. As Joe Kelly himself put it:
I will say this:therewas as manyof these anti-wardemonstrators
whackedby Wall
StreetandBroadway
officeworkersas therewerebyconstruction
workers.Thefeeling
seemedto be that the white-collar-and-tie-man,
he was actuallygettingin thereand
workerwas.... I'dneverwitnessed
takingasmuchplayon thisthingasthe construction
anythinglikethisin mylife before,andit kindacaughtme in awethatyou hadto stop
andsee whatwasgoingon aroundyou.It wasalmostunbelievable.Thiswasthe financialdistrictof New YorkCity,probablythe financialdistrictof the world,andherewas
this massclashof oppositefactions,righton WallStreetand Broad,and you could
hardlymove, there were so manypeople takingpart in this aside from the 500
construction
workers.It wasjust somethingthatyou hadto standbackandblinkyour
and
eyes
actuallylook a secondor thirdtime, andyou couldn'tbelievethatthis was
area.28
actuallytakingplacein thatparticular
I will return to Joe Kelly'sevocative account of this truly astonishinghistorical
moment. However, it should be noted here that, despite the evidently heterogeneous, cross-class identity of the counterprotesters, the events of May 1970 were
(and still are) described almost without exception as evidence of the emergence of
the "hardhat" as the new figure of conservative reaction.29In short, a cross-class
24
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backlash against dissent came to be represented synecdochally by the working
class-in this case, the white, working-classmale. The question, then, is why?
Joe and Bill's Excellent Adventure. AlthoughJoe was made before the hard
hat riots,its plot mirrorsthe events of May 1970 in an almost uncannyfashion.30The
film tells the storyof Bill Compton, an advertisingexecutivewhose hippieish daughter, Melissa, lives with her drug-dealerboyfriend, Frank (PatrickMcDermott). After she overdoses and ends up in the hospital, Bill goes to her apartmentto gather
her belongings. There, he runs into the boyfriend, they fight, and Bill accidentally
kills him.
Bill goes to a bar to collect himself and sits next to Joe Curran,a welder from
Queens who is in the midst of an extended monologue about "niggers,""hippies,"
"liberals,""queers,"and so on. Joe mentions that he would like to kill a hippie, and
Bill mutters to himself, "Ijust did."Joe overhears him and trackshim down a few
days later. But rather than blackmail Bill, Joe explains that he just wants to get to
know him, since he admires what Bill did. The film then follows the two men
through a series of encounters in which they engage in a kind of cross-class male
bonding, until the two end up searchingGreenwichVillagefor Bill'srunawaydaughter. They find themselves at a hippie party,where they partakeof some marijuana
and engage in some "freelove."But before heading home to their commune, some
young men at the partysteal Joe'sand Bill'swallets. Bill andJoe follow the partygoers
and end up shooting all the hippies at the commune, including, in an ironic yet
predictable conclusion, Bill's daughter.
Washington Post critic GaryArnold noted that Joe was originallycalled "The
Gap," referring, of course, to the generational split used as the film's narrative
frame.31In fact, the title character does not even appear until almost thirty minutes into the film. During this first half-hour, the film evokes the generational
divide on several registers, especially in the brief confrontation between Bill and
Frank, in which the opposition of youth versus age is overlaid with that of adman
versus artist; materialist versus bohemian; sexually repressed rectitude versus
libertinous vulgarity.When Bill kills Frank and flees the apartment, the film cuts
abruptlyto Joe-his first appearance in the film.
It might not be too much to suggest that the film'sjarring introduction conveys the sense that the violent generational conflict in some way engenders Joe's
character.To put it another way, the generational gap produces, and is thus filled
with, Joe. His appearance, in turn, allows the film to realign the available subject
positions of social conflict, as the terms of debate are rearticulated away from
those of an intraclassgenerational split, with all of its political and cultural antagonisms, toward those of a different kind of opposition, with a different set of
adversarialidentities.
This shift in social oppositions comes to the fore in the following exchange
between Bill and Joe:
BILL:Nowyou see thosebuildings,Joe?Thosebeautifulmonumentsof concreteand
glass.I workin one of them.Anddo you knowwhatthey do in thosebuildings,Joe?
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Theymovepaper.That'sright-they pickit upin oneplace,andtheymoveit to another
place.Theypassit all aroundtheiroffices.Andthe morepaperyou move,the more
important
youare,the moretheypayyou.Andif youwantto reallyshowhowimportant
youare,whatyoucanget awaywith,youmakelittlepaperairplanes,andyousailthem
rightup somebodyelse'sass.
JOE:Youeverget the feelingthateverythingyou do, yourwholelife, is one big crock
of shit?
BILL:Yeah.
In keeping with the associationof the lower orderswith lower-bodyfunctions,32
Joe'spresence seems to engender an alimentaryand a scatologicalrhetoric.But Joe's
statusas Bill'sclass Other also prompts Bill to explainhis class position. In response,
Bill derides the emptiness of his professionwith a kind of bitter, sarcasticglee and,
perhaps more important,in rhetoricthat could describe the occupationalduties of
most of the members of the professional-managerialclass. Thus, Joe provides Bill
with a working-classperspectivefromwhich to ventriloquizea sense of the apparent
bankruptcyof his class'slabor and to admit that middle-classexistence is "one big
crock of shit."Of course, this was precisely what the counterculturewas saying. In
fact, in the film'sbloody denouement, Joe convinces Bill to join him in killing the
hippies in the commune by remindinghim that "thesekids-they shit on you. They
shit on your life. They shit on everythingyou believe in."
So why is it that Bill'sfriendshipwith Joe enables Bill to take pleasure in denigrating his professional status? There are perhaps two answers to this question.
First, Joe does not shit on everything Bill believes in. In addition to their hatred of
hippies, both men share a love of money.When Bill admitsthat his salaryis $60,000
a year, Joe's eyes light up with awe: "Yougotta be kidding! Only movie stars make
that kind of money! The fuckin' president of my union pays himself that kind of
money!" In other words, when Joe realizes the level of material comfort Bill has
attained, Joe's response is not, say, to sneer "How are your toasters doin'?" (as
Frank does). Instead, Joe looks at Bill with increased admiration.
Second, while Joe's friendship with Bill provides the occasion for Bill's critiques of professional labor, Bill is almost always the one who makes these critiques. When Bill takes Joe to a bar filled with executives, for example, the latter
remarksthat the other patrons"gottabe smart"to have reached this level of achievement. Bill quickly undercuts this statement by demonstratingjust how stupid and
obsequious his fellow professionals are. Were Joe to articulatethese attackson the
qualificationsand skills of Bill's fellow PMCers, Bill might find himself in a position similarto the one he occupies in his confrontationwith Frank-that is, on the
defensive about his class identity. But by taking on Joe'sworking-classperspective
as his own, Bill is able to ironize his status and acknowledge the ways in which it is
upheld by a set of ideological fictions. At the same time, Bill'sunmaskingof class
privilege does not require him to renounce said privilege. Joe may inspire Bill to
look askance at his class identity, but Bill also can rely on Joe to respect and envy
his materialsuccess-in sharp contrast to the New Left's and the counterculture's
response to the PMC, which was to spurn its members materialisticpursuits and
critique its role in perpetuating unjust social relations.
26
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Thus, Joe's social location offers him only a site of imaginary identification
with Bill-a fantasized space that allows him to provide only a foul-mouthed,
masculinist derogation of his profession-rather than an opposing voice (which
might, incidentally, offer a working-class critique of the PMC). As a result, the
precarious and perhaps even defenseless nature of class distinction is admitted,
yet in such a way as to preserve one of the engines-material acquisitiveness-of
this distinction.
Ironically, Bill's imaginaryidentification with Joe is one that the film's audience seems to have made as well. When Joe was first released, several reviewers
noted incidents in which young audience members shouted back at the screen
"We'llget you, Joe!"after the shooting spree in the final scene.33This response is
fascinating on a number of levels, but what is important is that the cry was not
"We'llget you, Bill!"Even though both Bill and Joe participate in the shootingindeed, Bill shoots his own daughter in the back-this act of violence is perceived
to be entirely the responsibilityof the working-classman-a perception shared by
virtuallyall of the critics who reviewed the film at the time of its release.
By the end of the film, Bill'swilled associationwith Joe's class location seems
to have become so complete that Bill is subsumed into Joe. To put it another way,
just as the class identity of the white-collar Wall Streeters who participatedin the
May 8 counterdemonstrationsomehow disappeared into that of the construction
workers, so Bill's class position undergoes a kind of erasure through his alliance
with his working-classfriend.
As this erasure occurs, the site of generational conflict is transformed. The
antagonismsand concomitant subject positions of the intra-PMCgenerationalconflict-that is, an older PMC generation associated with a series of dominant political and culturalinstitutionsversus a younger generation criticalof and disaffiliating
from those institutions-are displaced in favor of those of a new social landscape.
The disaffiliatingyouth are now counterposed to a working class resentful of the
very privileges that youth disavows. As the class locations and interests of men
such as Bill are assimilated into the populist figure of the hard hat, the challenge
posed by radical dissent toward the PMC's collaborationin capitalist power relations is transfiguredinto a battle between students and workers-that is, the principally named combatants of the May 1970 Wall Street demonstrations.
Joe's Working-Class Threat. It could be argued that this explanationdoes not
take into account that Joe is a monster, that while we are asked to take pleasure in
his character'svulgar disregard for middle-class pieties-indeed, this is part of
what Bill finds so appealing about him-we are also supposed to view Joe's perspectives and actions as largely sociopathic.
How is it that Joe-and the hard hats with which he is identified-can act
both as a representative for an earthy,authentic brand of traditionalvalues as well
as a figure of monstrous excess? Here, it might be useful to return to Joe Kelly's
description of the Wall Street demonstrations. As we have seen, one of the most
uncanny aspects of these events for him was that they occurred on the doorstep of
"probablythe financialdistrict of the world."This was a fact not lost on journalistic
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observers of the scene. As Newsweek put it, the police stationed around the financial district during May 1970 "look[ed] for all the world as if they were about to
defend the palaces of capitalism and the Establishment from the ravagesof some
proletarianmob."The New Yorkerdescribed how the streets in the City Hall and
Wall Street areas "atmiddaylately have often resembled union shape-up centers."
And the New York Times editorial denouncing the counterprotesters characterized the participantsas "rampagingunionists."34
This persistent association of the anti-antiwardemonstrationswith organized
labor suggests a kind of confused anxiety that bears further scrutiny, especially
since the mainstream media by and large regarded the protests as unorganized
and spontaneous (rather than directed by the construction unions). To put this
more succinctly,why was the rioters'union membership their most salient demographic characteristic(as opposed to, say, their race or gender)?
If we recallthat 1970 markedthe high point of the strikewave of the late 1960s
and early 1970s, this recurrentattentionto the protesters'unionistidentitybecomes
clearer. As labor activist Kim Moody notes, more than sixty-sixmillion workdays
were lost to strikesduringthatyear,"arecordexceeded only by 1946 and 1959 in the
postwar era."Workers,then, were indeed in the streets throughoutthe late 1960s
and early 1970s, but it was most often not in conjunctionwith any supposed support
of Nixon'sIndochinapolicy.Instead,it reflected rank-and-filemilitancy,which challenged not only the automationand productionspeedups that had been and would
continueto ravagethe labormarketbut also the complacentand conservativeleadership of the unions. While the hard hats' antiprotesteractions seemed to represent
the "silent majority,"the headline of an October 1970 Fortune magazine feature
story, denouncing the high costs of labor in the constructionindustry,made clear
where these hard hats stood qua workers: "The Building Trades Versus the
People."35Therefore, althoughthe anti-antiwarprotestersoffered an appealingportraitof a risingtide of traditionalist,conservativebacklash,the presence of a "proletarianmob"on Wall Street may have also suggested, in a displaced manner,a labor
militancythat threatened both to reorient the balance of class forces in the United
States and to disruptthe global restructuringof capital.
The volatility of Joe's characterbears traces of this extratextualanxiety.After
all, much of the film'stension turns on the fact that while Joe may offer Bill reassurance and even encouragement for his homicidal action, Joe'sknowledge of the
killing also serves as an implicit threat. Moreover, Bill's responses to Joe's outbursts of anger frequently reflect a sense of conspiratorialpleasure in one moment
and a profound unease in another. Indeed, after meeting Joe, Bill's wife, Joan,
remarksthat being with Joe "is like sitting on a powder keg." In short, Joe-like
the Wall Street hard hats-serves as both a savior and a threat.
Joe seems to offer the PMC a compelling rearticulationof the terms of social
conflict. New Left and countercultural critiques of the PMC are preempted as
younger members of the PMC find themselves pitted againstworkers, ratherthan
against older members of their own class. Yet this rearticulationalso suggests that
such a cross-class alliance is inherently unstable, as the two classes do not necessarily share the same interests.
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Figure 1. Joe (John G.
Avildsen, 1970) as a site for
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from the April 7, 1971, issue
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Given the contradictory material interests of many young New Hollywood
practitionersand the film unions, it is not surprisingthat the working-classfigures
in films like Joe were so often depicted as antagoniststo the younger charactersin
these films. Hollywood electrician Michael Everett, who began working during
the 1970s on nonunion film productions because he could not get a IATSE card,
claims that "the film unions looked to us like the same people who wore hard hats
and beat up hippies."36And even though such non-working-classunions as SAG
often accounted for the difficulties New Hollywood filmmakers experienced, the
recalcitrance of the mostly blue-collar IATSE came to represent the film unions'
obstructionism,as in Sight & Sound critic Axel Madsen'sreference to Hollywood's
"Archie Bunker unions" (whose "slow fade-out ... nobody is mourning").That
Joe's own below-the-line film production crew was affiliated with NABET-the
rival,largely television-based union that sought to undercut IATSE'smonopoly on
film production-further illustrates how prominent such intraindustryconflicts
were in shapingJoe's-and Joe's-creation.37
The influence of these intraindustryantagonismsis emphasized here because
the relationshipbetween youth and the working class depicted in New Hollywood
films was not the one taking shape on the picket lines outside the headquartersof
Standard Oil, General Electric, General Motors, and other sites of the militant
strikewave of 1969-71. As historian Peter Levy has demonstrated, the willingness
of many factions of the New Left to support the struggles of the Oil, Chemical,
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and Atomic Workers, the United Electrical Workers,the United Auto Workers,
and the wildcatting postal workers (among others) "showed that segments of the
New Left and labor were reconciling their differences." Yet, largely as a result of
labor relations in the film industry, the idea of a student-worker alliance represented the unrepresentable to the New Hollywood. Thus, New Hollywood'svisual
rhetoric of class eliminated one of the central targets of New Left critique-that
is, the older generation of the PMC-and imagined in its place a working class
that looked like the film craft unions: aging, politically and culturallyreactionary,
and, most important, hostile to the younger generation.38
Five (Not So) Easy Pieces: Cultural Capital and the PMC. Five Easy Pieces
would seem to be the rejoinderto this last argument-and an inversionofJoe'sclass
politicstout court. In Five Easy Pieces,we are treatedto anothergenerationalsplitthis one between the film's protagonist, Bobby Dupea (Jack Nicholson), and his
concert musicianfather (WilliamChallee)-yet here the workingclass seems to be
aligned with the disaffiliated youth rather than with the older members of the
PMC.39In other words, if Bobby can be said to be the male counterpartto Joe's
Melissa, in Five Easy Pieces his disaffiliationtakes the form of joining Joe on the
factoryfloor. Furthermore,Five Easy Pieces seems more dedicated thanJoe to offering a thoroughgoingcritique of PMC culturalcapital, in that Bobby'sdisaffiliation involves an emphatic rejection of his class training,as opposed to Bill'sjaded,
ironic self-deprecation.The question, then, is how does Five Easy Pieces'salternative triangulationof the intra-PMCgenerationalconflict negotiate the relationship
between cultural capital and the PMC-a negotiation that also reveals the importance of culturalcapital to the positioning of the New Hollywood itself?
Five Easy Pieces's inversion ofJoe's class alliances is matched in its narrative
structure. The first section of the film is a portrait of Bobby's working-class existence as a worker in an oil field, while the second part, after he learns his
father'shealth is failing, follows Bobby back to his family of music professionals,
where he confronts the (upper-middle-class) life he has abandoned. Whereas
Joe begins with a depiction of the generational split in the PMC, and later inserts a working-class character into this conflict, Five Easy Pieces begins with a
depiction of working-class life only to have that narrative turn into a story about
the protagonist's alienation from his father's professional world. Just as Joe is
not introduced until half an hour into that film, Five Easy Pieces does not begin
to hint that Bobby is anything other than a blue-collar worker for the first twenty
minutes and reveals the extent of his family's musical legacy only gradually during the latter two-thirds.
This shift in our understanding of Bobby begins with a scene in which he
discovers a piano on the back of a truck trapped in the middle of a trafficjam and
begins playing a piece by Chopin. This is the first sign that Bobby is, as Time's
Stefan Kanferput it, "no average hardhat."40
Yet, rather than providing an adjoining expository scene explaining this musical outburst, the film proceeds to follow
Bobby's aimless blue-collar life. It is only much later that we learn that he was
trained as a classical pianist.
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Figure 2. Professional cultural capital in a blue-collar setting: Bobby Dupea (Jack
Nicholson) plays Chopin on the back of a truck in Five Easy Pieces (Bob Rafelson,
1970). Courtesy Photofest.
The withholding of information about Bobby'spast-a sort of diegetic inversion of cause and effect-characterizes the narrativestrategyof the film as a whole.
This apparent violation of classical Hollywood's linear, causally motivated narration-described by Peter Wollen, in anothercontext, as "narrativeintransitivity"41is a signal feature of what many film theorists and historians have come to call
postclassical or New Hollywood filmmaking.42It was this narrative intransitivity
that was consistently praised by the film's many enthusiastic reviewers. In a typically glowing review of the film, Jacob Brackman,writing for Esquire, cited this
scene as "the first in a series of astonishing fake-outs"that helped make Five Easy
Pieces "the opposite of a genre film," in that the viewer is offered "whatyou least
expected and therefore most hoped to see."43Similarly,Richard Schickel wrote in
Life that the film "totallyreverses our cinematic expectations":
in somesortof emotionalorphysicalperil,some
moviesplacetheircharacters
Typically,
chamber
which
them
to
revealthemselvesas archetypes.Here,howforcing
compels
ever,there is no crisis.It occurredbeforethe moviebegan.Thereis only a seriesof
incidents-momenltsof anger,comedy,nostalgia,passingsadness-that revealthe centralcharacter... to be neitherwhatwe thoughthe wasin the beginningnoranything
like an archetype.44
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What is significantabout this characteristicallyNew Hollywood narrativestratis
egy the way it reframes our understandingof Bobby'ssupposedly working-class
identity.As Brackmannotes, up until the scene in which Bobby plays Chopin, "the
movie promised to be a funny, scrupulously observed slice of oil town."45While
one may debate how "scrupulous"the film'sobservationsare, it is true that, for the
first thirty minutes, Five Easy Pieces seems to trade in a kind of authenticity guaranteed by its working-classsubject. The exuberantpleasure Bobby takes in drinking, cardplaying,and pickingup women; his mixtureof frustrationwith and affection
for his waitress girlfriend Rayette (Karen Black); even his occasional existential
alienation (suggested by his quiet melancholy when he is left alone for a brief
moment in a bowling alley)-all are presented as emblematic of his blue-collar
existence. Yet as the narrativereveals Bobby's past as a classical musician, all of
these signifiers of his supposedly working-classidentity are thrown into relief by
the depictions of his PMC origins. We are now asked to see Bobby's pursuit of
sensual pleasures as a response to the uptight, confined behavior of his family
(personified by his father'sparalysis,as well as the awkwardprissiness of his neckbraced brother). Rayette represents both a relief from the "pompous celibate"
that characterizeshis family'ssocial circles (as Bobby calls Samia, an overbearing
intellectual woman he meets at a party), as well as an annoyance to a man who is
presented as Rayette'sintellectual and cultural superior (her inferiorityis implied
by her love of country music). Even Bobby's alienation is clearly shown to be a
product of his educated disaffection.
In short, the latter part of the film asks us to view Bobby'sexperience of working-class life as negatively constituted, as a reaction formation to his middle-class
identity. As in Joe, the working-classposition in Five Easy Pieces operates less as a
signifier of its own identity than as a perspective from which to analyze and critique middle-class existence. As if to underline this fact, the film largely abandons
Bobby'sblue-collarenvironmentafterthe opening half-hour,retainingonly Rayette,
whose class-specific tackiness and ignorance tend to function primarilyas an embarrassmentto Bobby. The question, then, is why does the film choose this particularmode of existence, this style of droppingout, to signify Bobby'sdisaffiliation
from his middle-class roots?
As suggested above, this choice is related to the film's preoccupation with
issues of cultural capital. What Bobby'sadopted blue-collar status seems to offer
him is a way of disaffiliatingfrom the cultural capital of his family'smusical heritage. The weight of this heritage is underlined in a scene in which Bobby plays
anotherChopinpiece, this time for Catherine(SusanAnspach),his brother'sfiancee
(whom Bobby is trying to seduce). As he plays, the camera pans in tight close-up
across a series of snapshots and portraitsof the many generations of Dupea musicians, as if to emphasize both the depth of his family'smusical history and its suffocating burden. The Chopin prelude acts as a kind of score to this photographic
montage. Thus, when Bobby claims that he felt nothing during his performance, it
is as if he is disavowing any connection to his history. By denying any "innerfeeling" when he is playing the piano, Bobby seems to disown the musical skills that
are the cultural capital of his lineage.
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This refusal may have caused critics like Penelope Gilliatt to view Bobby as
representative of those who are "contemporarilythe bane ... of the United States
complex of recruitment to industry,"even though his resistance is to a fairly rarified form of PMC labor.46Such middle-class disaffiliation-specifically from the
cultural capital that legitimates the PMC's role in the division of labor-strikes at
the core of the PMC'sself-identity. Since cultural capital cannot be merely passed
down to one's offspring but rather must be reearned by each generation through
education and professional training, the failure or refusal to acquire and embrace
the fruits of this training cannot help but be read, as BarbaraEhrenreich points
out, as a kind of "classtreason."47She notes that one of the most overt articulations
of this sense of treason is Midge Decter's 1975 jeremiad entitled "A Letter to the
Young,"in which the author indicts the children of "America'sprofessional, or
enlightened, liberal middle class"for their "voluntarydownwardmobility,"for not
fulfilling their parents' expectations of "manninga more than proportional share
of the positions of power and prestige":
Youwere to be its executives,its professionals,
its artistsandintellectuals,amongits
businessandpoliticalleaders,youwereto thinkits influentialthoughts,tendits major
andreapitshighestrewards.Itwasatleastpartlyto thisendthatwe brought
institutions,
to youreducation,thatwe sawto the cultivation
youup,thatwe attendedso assiduously
of everylastdropof yourtalents.48
Anxiety over class self-reproduction seems to drive much of Five Easy Pieces
as well. It is not a coincidence that in the film'semotional climax Bobby concludes
his tearful attempt at a rapprochement with his silent, nearly paralyzed father by
acknowledginghis failure to fulfill his father'sprofessional expectations:"Anyway,
we both know I was never that good at it."49
The Difficulty of Dropping Out. But just how complete is Bobby's disaffiliation? A scene in the latter part of the second half of the film hints at ambivalence
on this issue. During a party of intellectuals, Bobby explodes with furious rage at
Samia after she treats Rayette with a kind of self-satisfied condescension. Bobby's
righteous anger at Samia'ssnobbery is clearly another example of his rejection of
his family'sworld, and as such becomes another example of his disavowal of his
inherited class position.
Yetthe viewer cannot help but notice that Bobby frequentlytreats Rayettewith
similarcondescension;thus, his vituperativeattackon Samiaseems directedas much
at himself as at her. Further,his ensuing tantrumcan be seen as a desperate attempt
to escape the sterile intellectualityof his class of origin through a spontaneousoutburst of proletarianphysicality;he ends up picking a fight with the muscularSpicer
(John P. Ryan), his father'smale nurse, as if to transmute (and displace) the verbal
sparringat the partyinto a literalwrestlingmatch.The almostpathetic impotence of
this outburst-Spicer roughly subdues Bobby-suggests that Bobby has failed to
disassociatehimself entirely from the culturalprerogativesof his family.
In fact, Bobby'ssneering attitude toward elements of working-classexistence
(as they are represented in the film) demonstrates that his attempt at disaffiliation
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from his inherited cultural capital does not entail identification with his adopted
class. This is another sign that this latter identity serves a negative function in the
film. Bobby may find classical music inauthentic, since it produces no feeling in
him, yet he also disparages the country music to which Rayette is so attached.50
Similarly,just as Bobby is shown to be visibly uncomfortable during dinners at his
family'shome, he also squirms during an evening in the trailer home of fellow oil
rigger Elton (Billy Green Bush) and his wife, Stoney (Fannie Flagg), whom he
mocks for her spellbound attention to the television.
Bobby's class-bound disdain comes to a head when Elton tells Bobby that
Rayette is pregnant and that the right thing to do is to marryher. Just as Bobby
resists being associated with his family, so too he resists being interpellated into
the traditionalrole of blue-collar family man. When Elton remarksthat he too was
afraid of family life at first but that he has come to like it, Bobby sneers, "It's
ridiculous. I'm listening to some cracker asshole who lives in a trailer park compare his life to mine."
Yet almost immediately, Elton'suncomplicated praise of the joys of family life
is undermined by his arrest for skipping bail on a robbery charge. It is a crucial
moment in the film-the working-classlife that appearedto offer a space of coarse
liberty for Bobby has begun to seem more like a prison, a feeling emphasized by
the tight, almost claustrophobic close-ups used throughout the scene in Elton's
trailer (which immediately precedes the scene in which Bobby rejects Elton's advice). Thus, when we realize that Elton too chafes under the limitations of "the
good life" as he has described it, the effect is to rebuke Bobby's claim that their
lives have nothing in common. As we watch Bobby fight with the men who have
come to arrest Elton, Elton begins to appear as nothing less than a fellow bluecollar rebel-suggesting that Bobby's alienation is not solely the provenance of
middle-class dropouts.
In yet another one of its "astonishingfake-outs,"the film cuts abruptly from
this scene to Bobby en route to visit his sister during a recording session. This
unexpected narrativeshift sets in motion Bobby'sreturn to his family and his class
of origin, abandoning Elton, as well as the working-classenvirons of the Southern
California oil town, for the rest of the film. The question, then, is why does the
break between the film'stwo main sections occur here?
To answer this question, we might compare this rather confusing moment of
narrativeintransitivityto a previously noted narrative"fake-out":Bobby'sperformance of the piece by Chopin on the back of the truck. In this scene, we can see
the traffic jam in which Bobby is trapped as an objective correlative to the constraints on the hedonistic impulses of working-classlife-especially since he and
Elton are caught in the trafficbecause they have been sent home after showing up
for work drunk. Bobby leaps out of Elton'scar and shouts that the other driversare
"crazy"for spending "the most beautiful part of the day" stuck in their cars. He
then notices the piano in the truck ahead of them and begins playing Chopin's
"Fantasyin F Minor."As the truck pulls onto an off-ramp, and thus out of the
traffic,with Bobby still playing the piano, the scene depicts an almost lyricaltranscendence-it is as if Bobby "risesabove it all"through his musicianship.
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Bobby'sfigurativemeans of escaping this literal trap, though, are precisely the
musical skills-that is, the culturalcapital-that he endeavors throughout the rest
of the film to renounce. One cannot help but see the parallels between this reaction to being trapped and Bobby'sresponse to the news that Rayette is pregnant,
which motivateshim to returnto the familyhe has repudiated and pursue a woman
who is the opposite of Rayette. In short, when his negatively constituted, reactive
association with the working class threatens to become too binding, too permanent, Bobby draws on the middle-class resources he otherwise disdains. In a film
so dedicated to arguing "that intellectuality and culture are nothing but hollow
shells inhabited by hollower shells" (as Newsweek'sJoseph Morgenstern put it),
the protagonist'srepeated recourse to the realm of intellectuality and culture becomes nothing less than a kind of bad faith.51
Elton'sarrestserves as the film'sacknowledgment-conscious or unconsciousof this bad faith. That is, while Elton's resistance to the limitations of family life
may establish him as a fellow blue-collar rebel, the juxtapositionof this resistance
with Bobby'sineffective attempt to demonstrate his own alienation by quitting his
job (his foreman responds dismissively,"I don't care what you do") dramatizesthe
ways in which these rebels and their respective situations differ.
In many ways, Bobby's bad faith mirrors the film's;just as the protagonist
drops his working-class identity as soon as it becomes a hindrance, so the film
evacuates its working-classsetting after it has served its function of signifying the
protagonist'smiddle-class disaffiliation.While that setting provides a way to imbue the protagonist with an earthy, authentic (and, not incidentally, masculine)
brandof alienation,the film, despite its opening, is never aboutworking-classlifethat is, Elton'sworking-classexperience. Instead, it is about Bobby'squasicounterculturalrejectionof culturalcapital(the "crisis"that occurredbefore the film began,
as Schickel put it) and thus must return to the site of the transmissionof Bobby's
cultural capital to finish the narrative.We can therefore see the scene of Elton's
arrest, and his subsequent disappearancefrom the film, as the moment when the
film runs up against its own contradictory investments in working-class experience. This contradiction is then circumvented through the film's reliance on a
signal characteristicof its own cultural capital-that is, a self-consciously elliptical
narrativestrategy that refuses linear representations of character motivation.52In
short, the film evades the difficult questions it raises concerning class identity and
affiliationvia the use of the culturallyprivileged filmmakingstrategies that would
come to signify the New Hollywood.
For a film so ostensibly committed to critiquingthe artisticpretensions of its
protagonist'sfamily,Five Easy Pieces frequentlydrawsattention to its own. It does
this not only throughits aforementionedmoderatelyintransitivenarrativestructure
but also its frequentlyconspicuouscinematography.StanleyKauffmanechoes many
other reviewerswhen he comments that "the photographyby Laszlo Kovacsis extraordinaryin a time when extraordinarycameraworkis becoming common."53
Other reviewers noted that the cinematography was excessively obtrusive;
"frameafter frame [was meant to look] like something destined for the covers of
the photography annuals,"critic John Simon complained. Simon singles out the
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film's "grandioselyflashy shots ... of the inactive machinery of the oil field looking, at nightfall, like a combination petrified forest and Calvary"as particularly
egregious examples of this tendency.54Since the effect of such visual flourishes is
to foreground the act of filmmakingitself-which has the corollaryeffect of calling attention to the cultural resources of the filmmakers-it is no coincidence that
these moments of stylisticexcess occur primarilyin scenes depicting a site of working-class labor. In presenting its blue-collar subject matter through the lens (literally) of self-conscious cinematography,the film seems to offer a gritty realism.Yet,
simultaneously,it imposes an aesthetic distance through its elegant compositions
and meticulous attentionto color.The effect is not unlike that achieved by Bobby as
he plays Chopin on the back of the truck in the trafficjam-an authenticworkingclass locationis both inhabitedand transcended.Similarly,we might see the implicit
contradiction between the film's formal embrace and its thematic rejection of
highbrow aesthetics as analogousto Bobby'sown radicallyambivalentrelationship
to his culturalcapital.
Thus, Five Easy Pieces can be described as a film shot throughwith antinomial
impulses regarding cultural capital and class identity. While its working-class
signifiers express a downwardlymobile and vaguely counterculturaldisaffiliation
from middle-class identity, the concomitant deployment of various forms of cultural capital establishes a sense of distinction from these signifiers-a deployment
that, in turn, seems at odds with the film's implicit critique of the class privileges
such resources provide. Just as Joe presents an ironizing of class distinction that
authorizesthe ideologies of upwardmobilityand materialacquisitivenessthat help
produce such distinctions, Five Easy Pieces offers a critique of the PMC'scultural
authority,only to remain too invested in its own signifiers of cultural distinction to
interrogate thoroughlythe operations of taste that subtend the privileges the film
purports to oppose.
"Men of Taste." The inabilityto relinquishthe authorityof culturalcapital can be
related to the aspirationsof auteurism itself. After all, what was the motivation of
prescriptive auteurism if not the hope that personal artistic expression would become the central organizing principle of an otherwise commercial form of mass
culture? Yet this introduction of artistic expression was often formulated in the
class-bound terms of taste, as in the claim of director Paul Williams (Out of It,
1969; The Revolutionary, 1970) that the New Hollywood was a place where
I can now go to Columbia or Universalor United Artistsand talk to men of taste. This
change is a class thing. Harry Cohn and Louis B. Mayer were lower-middle-classand
made their films for the mass of people who belonged to that class. But now the film
audience has grown more educated and so have the studio people. Directors don't have
to deal with aborigines any more.55

Justas the earlier,descriptiveversionsof auteurismfrequentlygave off a whiff of
intellectual slumming-French theory used to venerate B-movie figures such as
Samuel Fuller-so the prescriptive deployment of the term auteurism often reflected a delight in the proposed aesthetic transvaluationof this allegedly lower-
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middle-classform. Auteurismthus presented itself as an infusion of culturalcapital
that promised to elevate cinema'sclass standing(and, not incidentally,attracta more
affluentaudience).56In this light, the aesthetic transformationin Five Easy Pieces of
a lower-class milieu into an art cinema spectacle appears as nothing less than an
allegoryfor the proposed transformationof Hollywood film by auteurists.
In the end, the New Hollywood resurrectionof cinema via the culturalcapital
of auteurism had ramifications for more than just the film industry. While the
transformationspromised by the New Hollywood were often articulated as generationalones-as in Dennis Hopper'soverheated claim that "we may be the most
creativegenerationin the last nineteen centuries"57-those opposed to such changes
were often depicted as members of the working class, in the films themselves and
in the industry at large. Whether actively hostile, as in Joe, or merely overly traditional, parochial, and ultimately dispensable, as in Five Easy Pieces, the workingclass charactersin the youth-cult films of this era are persistently associated with
opposition or resistance to the cultural and political change represented by youth.
This representation bears an uncanny resemblance to the New Hollywood'sconviction that "every advance" in New Hollywood filmmaking "has been a battle
against vested labor interests."58
This filmic vision of the working class dovetails with representations in the
popular press, such as Time'scharacterizationof workers as "the Americans most
affected by rapid social disruption and technological change-and least prepared
for it."59Needless to say, such comments imply that the members of the PMC
were, by contrast,more able to manage (in all senses of the term) this social change.
If one wanted to find a "magical"resolution to the crisis in the PMC over the
proper role and function of class, one could do worse than propose a narrativethat
imagined the reassertion of PMC power and control as an apparently inevitable
generational changing of the guard. The tale of the rise of auteurist "moviebrats"
is just such a narrative.
What I am arguing, then, is that we must see the New Hollywood as a pivotal force for-and representative figure of-the cultural reimagining of a resurgent and reinvigorated PMC. By addressing the crisis of the PMC's class
legitimacy and reproduction, yet triangulatingthese concerns through the working class, the youth-cult cycle of films that introduced the New Hollywood to
American culture offered a transformed social landscape that imagined the key
opposition to be one between youth and the working class. Auteurism served not
only as the discourse that informed these representations but also as the industrial practice that offered a model of renewed PMC authority in the workplace.
Furthermore, auteurism offered a revalorizationof the cultural capital on which
the PMC's validity depends. By articulating its class identities with generational
accents, New Hollywood practitioners argued for the dominance of their PMCcentric productions and production strategies through the naturalizing rhetoric
of generational change. In short, the story of American auteurism is one that
cannot be told without acknowledging that auteurism was both the product of
and a key player in the class struggles of the New Hollywood and those of U.S.
culture at large.
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